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The UNITY Consulting
Approach

n Customer Benefits
sustainable increase of clients‘ success through innovative
processes and business models
n Clients
18 of the DAX-30-companies and SMEs,
more than 1.000 client projects since 1995

UNITY [´ju:niti]; UNITY with clients to
create customized improvement:
Consulting and innovation;
Overall management expertise;
Team spirit in project work;
Think ahead, enable, execute.
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n Execution
from the initial concept to the successful execution
n Locations
7 branch offices in Germany, 5 international branch offices,
project sites throughout the world
n Heinz Nixdorf Institute
strong ties to science and research

Our Spirit, Your Success.
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n Facts
Founded: 1995
Employees worldwide: 200
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Overview National Subsidiary of UNITY
UNITY (Germany)
Founded: 1995
Hamburg

Braunschweig
Braunschweig

Berlin

Paderborn
Cologne

Stuttgart
Munich

Cairo

Beijing

Vienna
Shanghai

São Paulo
Zurich

Zurich
Founded: 2004
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Vienna
Founded: 2008

São Paulo
Founded: 2015

Cairo
Founded: 2003

Shanghai
Founded: 2014
Beijing
In Founding
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Your Benefit
Productivity & Revenue

Growth & Investment Security

Competitive Advantage

Modern Management Knowledge & Best Practices
Processes &
Transformation

Digitalization &
IT

Innovation, Product Development
From the initial idea to the successful market entry of the product/service
Marketing, Sales, Service
From customer understanding to profitable customer acquisition/retention
Order Processing, Production, Supply Chain
From the demand through the efficient production to the delivery

Customer Satisfaction

Customer Expectations

Foresight &
Strategy

Corporate Management
Maximal productivity due to lean administration and Program Management
08/09/15
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What is Industry 4.0?
Actual statements

„Industry … in digitalization

era … creats new growth
pathes“
(Angela Merkel, Bundeskanzlerin)

„Smart customer…
individualized products /
Solutions (Lot size 1)“
(ACATECH)

„New business module … and increased
work quality “
(ACATECH)

„The most modern ICT growing together with
industrial processes with a certain perpose“
(Fraunhofer)

„IT integrated into industrial
production“
(Wirtschaftsblatt)

„Internet of Service“
(ACATECH)

„Paradigm change toward increased networking of
intelligent production technology“
(Fraunhofer)
„Each Product is essentially also a Service“
(McKinsey)

„Advanced digitalization and networking is
changing production“

„Internet of Things finds its
way to factory“
(FAZ)

Cerealien

„Increase the flexibility and productivity is the
goal of Industry 4.0“(SAP)
„On the way to Industry 4.0, we must overcome
many media and data breaches “ (SIEMENS)

(WKO)

Self-managing and self-optimizing production “

„
(TU Wien)

i
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There are different definitions of „Industry 4.0“. They all describe the merge of
information and communication technologies with industrial strategies and
processes in multistage steps.
SWISSED15 in Zurich
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Industry 4.0

The national platform
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The Vision of Industry 4.0
n Individualization (batch size 1) of the economic conditions of
a mass manufacturer becomes reality.
n Production is highly flexible, highly productive (up to + 50%)
and urban friendly, resource-friendly (up to - 50%).
n Value creation processes are optimized in real time demand:
education ad-hoc virtual organizations.
n Reconciliation of work and family with regard to the individual
availability of employees.
n Older workers benefit from intelligent assistance systems.
n The existing infrastructure can be upgraded step by step.

A high wage economy competitiveness is secured. Made in Germany.
Source: Kagermann, 2013
© UNITY

Industrial Revolution Overview
4. Industrial Revolution
Autonomous products and decision-making processes
control value-added networks in near real-time

3. Industrial Revolution
Automation of production by electronics and IT

2. Industrial Revolution
Technologies of mass production based on the division of labour by means
of electronic energy

1. Industrial Revolution
Introduction of mechanical production lines

Any industrial revolution caused an improvement in productivity and was
accompanied by fundamental social changes.
08/09/15
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“Industry 4.0” Understanding

Key Challenges: Current and future impacts on the manufacturing industry
n Internationalization and increasing global competition
n Shifting demand towards emerging markets
n Individualization of products and services at a high level of productivity
n Shorter life cycles of products
n Demographic change and changing work environment
n Resource conservation and energy efficiency
n Increasing digitalization and connectivity (internet of things and services
n Managing complex systems and maintaining their reliability
n Protection of information (IT security) and intellectual property

“Industry 4.0” enables new ways of value creation and new kinds of business
models. This requires new technical solutions with integrated cyber physical
systems.
08/09/15
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Industrie 4.0 - Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)
Cyber-Physical Systems are physical systems
with inherent partial intelligence using
embedded software that:
n Acquire data via sensors and actuators to
interact with the system and the
environment
n

n

Evaluate data and store it as well as
actively or reactively react with the real
physical world and the virtual digital world.
Are connected over digital communication
devices and global networks.

Vision: Internet of things, information und services
Ex: Smart City
Cyber-Physical Systems
Ex: Intelligent networks
Local-networked embedded
systems
Ex: Autopilot

Embedded systems
Ex: Airbag

Source: acatech Position Cyber-Physical Systems, 2012
08/09/15
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CPS allows the adaptable plant to be reconfigured
The smart factory of the future…
… has no fixed structures
… requires configuration rules to
define the scope of possible
changes
… adapts its structure (for example
topology of the production system)
as well as their parameters (E.g.
engine), situation-specific
… requires a novel training of
personnel

Source: Nach Forschungsunion, 2013

08/09/15
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Elements of Industrie 4.0
Evolution and categorisation
Many users,
1 computer

Mainfame

1 user,
1 computer

Data Warehouses,
Internet, PC

Embedded
Systems
Physical objects,
devices, …

Industrie 4.0
1 user,
many computers

Big Data,
Cloud Computing,
Smart Devices

Internet of Data
and Services

Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS)

Internet of things

+

+ IP-Capability
+ Semantic description
+ Connected, Internet, M2M
+ Wireless communication

+ Sensors, actuators
+ Integration of high performance
electronics and mini computers

SOURCE: GERMAN RESEARCH UNION and acatech, 2013
08/09/15
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Internet of Things and Services: Field of Applications
Smart Buildings
Smart Mobility

Internet of
Services

Smart Products

Networked
intelligent
world

Smart
Grids

Smart Health

Internet of
Things

Smart
Factory

Smart Logistics
Source: Forschungsunion, 2012

With the digitization and networking of all environments new potentials for all
connected subscribers will develop.
08/09/15
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“Industry 4.0” Understanding
Key-Elements of Industry 4.0
Intelligent
Automation
and Production
facilities

Machines learn the
optimal working
parameters und pass
them on to their “social”
networks

Individual
Augmented
Configuration and Services and
delivery
preventive
Maintenance

New value-added
networks enable a
paradigm shift
(customer, supplier,...)

Improved multimodal
cooperation’s with the
machines by an
extended view onto the
real plant

Smart
Products

Virtual
Productions

Products are
identifiable, localizable,
know their history, the
current state as well as
the process steps
towards the final state

Digital models
(virtualization) of the
production support the
design and allow
simulation in real-time

Industry 4.0 will result in smart factories due to the networking of intelligent
machines and products.
08/09/15
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Industry 4.0 for Manufacturing
Horizontal and Vertical Integration

n Vertical Integration
} Integrated product design
and manufacturing
system
} Product configuration via
internet by customer
} Self-controlled production
by intelligent und
automatized equipment
solutions
} Smart product in its
service environment
n Horizontal Integration:
} Optimization of supplier
network integration and
scheduling
} Real-Time-Monitoring
of overall performance

The approach of Industry 4.0 enables the manufacturing of individual and
customized products at the costs of mass production by a smart factory with
high automation and efficiency.
08/09/15
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Interaction & Dependance (SoS)
Product development process
System 1

n
n
n
n

System border
Interfaces (Product / Team)
Requirements synchronization
ONE language (verbal & model)
Product development process
System 2

Production planning
Production system 1

Production planning
Production system 2

08/09/15
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Results of German survey on Industry 4.0 trends
Are you already engaged with Industry 4.0?

What are the greatest challenges connected with
implementing Industry 4.0? (you may select more than one answer)

Yes: 131*
No: 133
How are you engaging with this topic?
Obtaining information
about it
Involved in research

112
51

Putting it into practice

33
0

20

40

60

80 100 120 140

How important is Industry 4.0. for your competitiveness
as a:
Manufacturer: 4 / important**
1
2
3
4
5
6
Not at all important
Indispensable
User: 3 / average
1
2
3
Not at all important

4

Standardisation
Process/work organisation
Product availability
New business models
Security know-how protection
Lack of specialist staff
Research
Training and CPD
Regulatory framework

5
6
Indispensable

08/09/15
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129
98
85
78
70
64
42
30
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

What support measures would you like to assist you with
implementation of Industry 4.0?
Opportunity to share
experiences
Regular newsletter
Involvement in
working groups
Training courses/seminars
Involvement in
research projects
Online forums

278 companies took part in the survey in January 2013, mainly from the machinery and plant
manufacturing industry. 205 of the companies were SMEs with fewer than 500 employees.
Source: BITKOM; VDMA, ZVEI 2013

147

162
109
78
66
60
0

41
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

* The figures refer to the number of companies
** Average score based on answers provided
by all companies
© UNITY
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Competence in Industry 4.0

UNITY is part of a Leadership Program for Intelligent Technical Systems
Research program

Research objective of UNITY

08/09/15
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§

Goal is to take intelligent products and
production systems to market maturity

§

Systems Engineering (SE) for supporting
a interdisciplinary development process
for product
and production system

§

Foresight – Database for developing
innovative business-, product- and
technology strategies

§

Chairman of the program is
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gausemeier

© UNITY
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From Mechatronic to Cognitive Systems
Crossover project from the leading cluster It´s OWL

Systems Engineering
Vernetztes
Intelligent
System

network

Communications
system

Communications system
Power
Supply

Actuator

Information
processing

Interaction between
human and machine

,
Cognitive
regulation

Associative
regulation
InformationsNon-cognitive
regulation
verarbeitung

Partial system

Human-Machine
interface

Human

KommunikaSelf optimization
tionssystem

Sensor

Environment

Energy efficiency
Basic system
Legend
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Information flow

Energie flow

Internal unit

External unit
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Material flow
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The need for Systems Engineering is increasing steadily

Increased complexity in products
and production

Integration gap:
Demand for Systems
Engineering with
respect to product/
service, processes
and organization

Performance of the development
within the industrial practice
Mechanical
Systems

08/09/15
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Mechatronic
Systems

Intelligent
Technical Systems
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Thank You for Your
Attention!
UNITY is TOP CONSULTANT

Berlin Braunschweig Cairo Cologne Hamburg Munich Paderborn Shanghai Stuttgart Vienna Zurich
www.unity.de www.unity.at www.unity.ch www.unity-consulting.cn

